HOME & GARDEN
CONQUER YOUR CLUTTER CHALLENGES
BY ASHLEY PUDERBAUGH

If you’re like me, you’ve made a list of New Year’s resolutions that cover all aspects of
life: Eat healthfully, stay on budget this year, get organized. That last resolution was a
daunting task—for me, anyway—which is part of the reason I hadn’t tried tackling it
before now. Recently, I chatted with four Kansas City-based professional organizers,
and they provided just the inspiration I needed.
My problem was that I didn’t know where to start—I

will motivate you to keep going,” suggests Tracy Hoth,

had the super-messy areas, such as my office, a dumping

owner of Simply Squared Away. “You can walk into this

ground for mail, unfinished crafts, and pretty much every-

area and gaze admiringly at how great it looks and how you

thing else, and my bedroom, which resembled a teenager’s

can find things. That will keep you going on the ‘journey’

room with clothes strewn everywhere. But my whole house

to get and stay organized.” Before starting, consider how

was swallowed by clutter as the holidays neared—longer

much time you have to commit. If limited on time, choose

work days, more events to attend, and lack of motivation to

just one area of the room. If you want to invest a couple

clean all played a part in the slow demise of my once-clean

days, then you can tackle the entire room, zone by zone,

home. So, the first question was where to start, and the

Tracy says. Her acronym, SPASM, will help you remem-

answer was unanimous: Choose the room that’s causing the

ber the steps to getting organized: sort, purge, assign, set

most aggravation. For you, that might be the kitchen. “It’s

limits, and maintain, she explains. “The word is silly, but I

the heartbeat of the household, and getting a handle on it

imagine our homes, closets, cabinets, and drawers having

can help the rest of the household function more effective-

spasms at the amount of stuff we cram in them,” she says.

ly,” explains Cindy Clawson, owner of Ideas in Organizing.
When just beginning, pull everything out and sort items
For me, it most definitely was my office. I couldn’t walk

into categories. Next, examine each category and purge

into the room without feeling overwhelmed. “Choosing a

items. “Really try to keep only the things you use, or that

room that would give you the most joy to have organized

enhance your life on a regular basis,” she stresses. When
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purging, sort items into “keep,” “donate,”

4 TIPS TO HELP YOU GET ORGANIZED THIS YEAR

“give away,” and “trash” piles, says Ty Ed-

Clutter doesn’t have to rule your home—use these helpful hints from four local
professional organizers to show that mess who’s boss once and for all.

wards, owner of All Things in Place. Then
schedule bulk trash pickup and a donation truck for items that still have life in
them. Then assign homes to the items in
each category. Ask yourself what makes
sense for every piece, where you use it,
how much space it needs. Then, set limits:
Use containers, shelves, and drawers to
store your items, but once the container or

CINDY CLAWSON, IDEAS IN ORGANIZING
The old adage, “A place for everything and everything in its place” is the
golden rule of organizing. If you cannot identify where something goes, you
have to ask yourself if the item is beautiful, loved, or useful. If so, find a home
for it¬. If not, get rid of it.

TY EDWARDS, ALL THINGS IN PLACE
Try working around the organized space for a couple of weeks to see how the
new systems feel. If you find yourself automatically reaching for something in
its new home, the system is working. If after a couple of weeks it does not feel
natural, it may need to be tweaked.

shelf is full, you have reached your limit.
TRACY HOTH, SIMPLY SQUARED AWAY

Finally, you’ll maintain the room. This
is the most important part of getting
and staying organized, stresses Shawna

Recognize that this is a journey and make a commitment to keep going. Have
an accountability friend or hire someone to help. Set dates —deadlines create
success! Ask, “What will I do today for 30 minutes, that will keep me moving
toward my goal?” every morning and then do it.

Caldwell, owner of Organizing Solutions

SHAWNA CALDWELL, ORGANIZING SOLUTIONS KANSAS CITY

Kansas City. “It’s a lot easier to stay or-

People have a tendency to hold on to things they don’t use or need, or they
buy new items before thinking about whether they will actually use it. Getting
and staying organized is a series of choices, and an awareness of when those
choices are being made.

ganized when you know where to put an
item after using it instead of just throwing it ‘somewhere for now,’” she explains.
So take that extra 30 seconds to put an
item where it belongs or designate a specific time each week to pick up around
the house. “Set aside time—written in ink
on your calendar—to put things away. Be
conscience of what you are bringing in.
Have a system in place to get things out,”
Tracy suggests.
The key is to remember that getting
organized will be a journey, but all it
takes is effort and a willingness to begin
the process. “I believe there is a bit of
organization in all of us. Some of us do
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it a bit more effortlessly than others, but

in our daily lives,” Ty shares. “Sometimes
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even the smallest changes can make huge
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we can all be organized in some fashion

differences.”
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